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Abstract
Artificial neural networks’ fully-connected layers require memory-bound operations on modern processors, which are therefore forced to stall their pipelines
while waiting for memory loads. Computation batching improves on the issue,
but it is largely inapplicable when dealing with time-sensitive serving workloads,
which lowers the overall efficiency of the computing infrastructure. In this paper,
we explore the opportunity to improve on the issue by offloading fully-connected
layers processing to commodity Network Interface Cards. Our results show that
current network cards can already process the fully-connected layers of binary neural networks, and thereby increase a machine’s throughput and efficiency. Further
preliminary tests show that, with a relatively small hardware design modification,
a new generation of network cards could increase their fully-connected layers
processing throughput by a factor of 10.
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Introduction

The processing required by a large share of neural network (NN) serving workloads is memory-bound.
For instance, [7] reports that over 60% of the Google’s NN inference workload is due to Multi-layer
Perceptrons (MLPs), which essentially are a sequence of fully-connected (FC) NN layers.
The memory-bound nature of this workload is evident in Fig. 1, which reports the Istruction per
Cycle (IPC) of an Intel CPU when processing a three layers MLP with about 121M parameters. The
hardware processing pipeline of that CPU is able to achieve an IPC above 3 when used efficiently,
that is, it can perform three operations in a single clock cycle. Conversely, when processing the
MLP’s FC layers, it provides less than 0.5 IPC (cf. label "1" in Fig. 1), since the CPU is forced to
wait for data loads. This is due to the relatively low arithmetic intensity of FC layers processing.
Batching several inputs together, and performing NN inference on them at once, allows for re-using
a loaded model’s parameters several times, thereby increasing the arithmetic intensity. However,
increasing the batch size makes inference latency grow. For example, in Fig. 1, changing the batch
size from 1 to 128 increases the IPC from 0.5 to 2.7, but it also increases the processing latency by
almost 10x, from 40ms to about 400ms. For time-sensitive serving workloads, which may include the
inference result as part of a user-facing service, such increase is usually not tolerable [19]. Therefore,
the maximum batch size is limited to rather small values.
Another solution is model quantization, which reduces the precision of NN inputs and parameters,
e.g., using 8bit values, thereby reducing memory requirements, while having little impact on model
accuracy. Here, a promising direction is binary NNs [2], which use just one bit for both NN’s inputs
and activations, while achieving somewhat surprisingly good accuracy results. Table 1 shows it,
reporting the accuracy of a binary MLP for an MNIST classification task, and a VGG16 [18] modified
to replace the final 3 FC layers with binarized FC layers, for classification on the CIFAR10 dataset.

Table 1: Regular vs binarized NNs
MLP
Dataset
Layers
Acc.

MNIST
3 (bin)FC
98.7%
98.4%
VGG

Dataset
Layers
Acc.

Figure 1: Latency-efficiency trade off.

Bin-MLP

Bin-VGG

CIFAR10
13 conv, 3 (bin)FC
94.0%
94.0%

Interestingly, binarized models have also the effect of simplifying the arithmetic operations required
to compute a NN, replacing matrix multiplications with bitwise operations, such as XOR. This
enables the use of a machine’s hardware component that were originally designed for different tasks.
In this paper, taking advantage of this observation, we consider the option of improving a NN serving
system’s efficiency and throughput using hardware deployed in a machine’s networking subsystem,
i.e., at the Network Interface Cards (NICs). More specifically, we believe that network packet
processing and NN memory-bound inference workloads may have complementary traits, which
makes processors developed for networking re-usable, to some extent, for the efficient processing of
NN inference. In fact, high-end NICs [11, 22] can handle tens of Gigabits per second (Gbps) of data,
they sit already on the data path of an inference request, and are designed to take advantage of the
mostly parallel nature of the network traffic processing, which happens on a per-packet basis and
nicely fits the per-neuron widely parallel processing model of NNs.
To verify our thesis, we implement – toNIC– a system to process binarized FC layers using a
commodity SmartNIC. The experimental results confirm our intuition. Using a single commodity NIC,
clocked at 800MHz, and without affecting the NIC’s main packet forwarding function performance,
we are able to improve a machine inference performance/power ratio by about 4%, even if such
machine hosts a powerful Intel multi-core CPU clocked at 3.7GHz. In preliminary tests, we further
explore the extension of an open source SmartNIC implementation, the NetFPGA [22], to evaluate
the cost of introducing better support for NN inference. Our results show that, with a relatively small
increase in the NIC’s hardware resource requirements, the NN processing throughput performance
could improve of a factor of 10 or more.
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toNIC

This section presents the design and implementation of toNIC, an inference server that runs on
SmartNICs and can serve inference workloads for binarized NNs composed of FC layers.
While being an integral part of the machines, the networking subsystem is generally transparent
to the NN serving framework. However, it includes hardware components such as NICs, which
have recently evolved into programmable devices. Programmable NICs include a processor, often
specialized for the processing of network packets, a variable amount of DRAM, and one or more
network ports. The processors can be of different types, including general purpose CPUs [10],
specialized network processors [11] and even FPGAs [22]. In this work, we will focus on network
processor-based SmartNICs. These can have price and power consumption comparable to traditional
NICs. Furthermore, they are generally faster in handling network packets when compared to CPUbased SmartNICs, which makes them an increasingly common choice for several deployments [13].
In particular, we will use Netronome SmartNICs based on the NFP4000 processor [11].
NFP4000 primer. The Netronome NFP programmable architecture is shown in Fig. 3. Since network
traffic is a mainly parallel workload, with packets belonging to independent network flows, NFP4000
devices are optimized to perform parallel computations, with several processing cores (micro-engines,
MEs). Each ME has 8 threads, which share local registries that amount for a total of 4KB. MEs
are further organized in islands, and each island has two shared SRAM memory areas of 64KB and
256KB, called CLS and CTM, respectively. Finally, the chip provides a memory area shared by all
islands, the IMEM, of 4MB SRAM, and a memory subsystem that combines two 3MB SRAMs, used
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as cache, with larger DRAMs, called EMEMs. MEs can communicate and synchronize with any
other ME, irrespective of the location (i.e., same or different islands).

Figure 2: Inference and packet processing
threads distribution.

Figure 3: Inference threads notification and execution process.

Design. The main requirement of toNIC is to provide its inference function while preserving highperformance network communications. In our current design, we clearly separate the two functions,
dedicating a configurable number of MEs’ threads to the inference execution and the remaining
ones to packet forwarding. Fig. 2 shows that we distribute the MEs’ threads dedicated to inference
across different islands. This is somewhat counter-intuitive, as one would expect that a co-location of
processing elements working for the same task would yield better performance and more efficient
synchronization. However, it should be noted that each island is provided with the fast CLS and
CTM memories, which play an important role during packet processing. In fact, packet processing
happens on a nanoseconds time scale, which implies a small time budget allocated to the processing
of each packet. Instead, NN inference usually happens in a time budget of hundreds µs. Therefore,
having access to fast local SRAMs is required to provide packet forwarding at low latency and high
throughput, and assigning all the MEs of an island to inference would immediately make that island’s
fast memories unavailable to the packet processing task.
As we will see in Sec. 3, this design decision has the immediate effect of limiting the usefulness of
batching computation for inference in toNIC. That is, weights cannot be cached in a local memory,
being it dedicated to packet processing.
To combine forwarding and inference tasks, the packet forwarding threads work also as dispatchers
for the incoming network packets that contain an inference request, e.g., encoded in an efficient
remote-procedure-call (RPC) protocol. More in detail, at NIC’s boot, dispatching ME’s threads
registers themselves for packet reception notifications. When a new network packet is received,
the NFP4000 copies the packet content in the CTM memory of a dispatching thread’s island, and
generates a reception notification. At this point, the dispatching thread can parse the packet and
invoke the forwarding function, if the packet is not destined to toNIC, or the inference function
otherwise. The forwarding function is executed together with other non-programmable subsystems
of the NFP4000, while the inference function is executed by the MEs’ threads dedicated to inference.
Inference processing. A dispatching thread works as a coordinator for the execution of an inference,
by starting the processing of one NN layer, and waiting for the result before starting the processing of
the next layer. Fig. 3 depicts this process. The MEs’ threads dedicated to inference are organized in a
statically defined chain, with each ME knowing its predecessor and successor MEs’ threads at boot
time. To start processing a layer, the dispatching thread notifies the first thread in the chain with a
start notification, which is then propagated throughout the chain.
After receiving the start notification, and sending it to the next thread in the chain, a thread performs
the computation of a subset of the current layer’s neurons, with the actual number depending on the
number of neurons in the layer and the level of configured execution parallelism. Each of the thread
is an executor from the perspective of toNIC, so the configured number of executors (threads) defines
the level of parallelism.
For each of the neurons, an executor performs an XOR of the input with the weights vector, a
population count operation and a comparison. The NN model input is stored in the packet data,
located in the dispatcher thread’s local CTM, which can be accessed also from other islands although
paying the extra clock cycles required to do a cross-island read. The model’s weights are stored in
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Figure 4: NN system overview.

Figure 5: End to end system.

the DRAM-backed EMEM, in a contiguous memory space, which allows an executor to directly
point to the weights of a set of neurons given its position in the execution chain. At the end of a
layer computation, each executor writes its final result to the global IMEM memory, from which the
dispatching thread can read it.
The last executor in the chain sends an end notification to its predecessor after writing its portion
of the result to IMEM. The notification is propagated backward through the chain as all executors
conclude their computations and write their results, until it is received by the dispatching thread.
Here, either the computation for a new layer is started or the result is encapsulated in a network
packet. The packet is then finally handled by the forwarding function.
End-to-end operations. In an end-to-end inference system [12, 3] (cf. Fig. 4), toNIC can work in
two different configurations (cf. Fig 5). In stand-alone mode, the whole NN inference is performed
on the NIC (e.g., for MLPs inference). In co-processor mode, the NN inference is performed in
combination with a traditional NN serving framework (e.g., for convolutional NNs inference). That
is, for cases in which FC layers are placed at the end of a NN, like in some convolutional NNs, the
compute-intense convolutional layers can be processed by the inference server on the machine, while
the memory-intense FC layers are offloaded to toNIC.
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Evaluation

We evaluate toNIC components and the system as a whole measuring key performance indicators
such as throughput, latency and power consumption. We compare our prototype with a serving system
for binary layers optimized for the Haswell CPU – bnn-exec– which we developed specifically for
this evaluation, to leverage Haswell’s AVX instructions1 . Both execute a single FC layer (including
activations) with 4096 binary inputs and a variable number of neurons, from 2k to 16k. When
doing latency measurements, we use a single core of the Haswell, while we consider all 4 cores for
throughput benchmarks. Instead, toNIC always runs using 256 executors (6 threads from each of 42
MEs, plus 4 threads from another ME).
Latency. Our first test measures the per-inference latency, when processing a single FC layer (Fig. 6).
For layers between 2k and 16k neurons (8M to 67M weights), toNIC achieves a processing latency
which is only 4 times higher than bnn-exec’s one, varying between 400µs and 2700µs. Considering
that the Haswell CPU has a clock frequency more than 4 times higher than NFP’s 800MHz, i.e., each
operation is effectively executed in less than a fourth of the time, this shows that the NFP is slightly
more efficient than the Haswell in performing the FC layer operations. Even considering the larger
FC layer with 67M weights, this processing latency should be acceptable for most applications.
Throughput. toNIC cannot perform batching, since it has to save hardware resources for packet
forwarding tasks. In contrast, bnn-exec can batch executions, with the batch size being limited by
the maximum allowed per-inference latency. We set this limit arbitrarily to 7ms, referring to [7]. This
latency constraint allows bnn-exec to run with a batch size of 64, 32, 16 and 8 for the 2k, 4k, 8k and
16k neurons layers, respectively. Fig. 7 reports the results in terms of FC layers per second (FC/s).
For bnn-exec we plot the result obtained for each FC size with the above mentioned batch sizes
(and running on the CPU’s 4 cores). toNIC, despite unable to perform batching, and using only a
subset of the NFP4000 resources, can still provide 4-5% of the bnn-exec throughput.
1
Unless differently stated, we run all the tests on a machine equipped with an Intel Haswell E5-1630 v3 CPU
and a single Netronome Agilio CX SmartNIC, with an NFP4000 processors and two 40Gbps ports. The Haswell
is clocked at 3.7GHz, while the NFP at 800MHz. toNIC runs on the NFP, while bnn-exec runs on the CPU.
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Figure 6: The processing latency of an FC layer.

Figure 7: Throughput for different layer size.

Table 2: Power measurements when computing FC layers on NFP and CPU
I DLE
bnn-exec
toNIC

P OWER ( VS I DLE )

FC/ S

FC/W VS I DLE

69.4W
145.9W (+75.5)
70.2W (+0.8)

29520
1344

386
1680

Forwarding performance. While running the above throughput test, we load the NFP4000 with
80Gbps of network traffic to be forwarded (line rate of the NIC). For all packet sizes of 512B and
bigger, the SmartNIC could forward traffic at line rate, i.e., both the packet forwarding function and
the inference function could provide their maximum throughput while working in parallel.
Power measurements. The previous results tell relatively little about the actual performance of the
evaluated systems, which is better captured by a metric related to power efficiency. In particular, we
use the FC layers per Watt (FC/W) as an indicator of power efficiency, and as a proxy for the cost
of running the system. The power consumption of our test machine when completely idle is 69.4W.
For measuring the FC/W rate, we serially execute FC layers with 4k neurons (16M weights, 2MB
in memory) on each processor, separately. We select this workload being a middle-ground between
the best and worse performance of toNIC compared to bnn-exec (cf. Fig. 7). Furthermore, this
allows both processors to minimize loads from DRAMs, since both of them have large enough SRAM
caches to hold the 2MB of weights (EMEM’s cache in the case of NFP, and L3 for Haswell). toNIC
achieves a throughput of about 1.35k FC/s, with the overall machine power consumption rising to
70.2W, i.e., it takes 0.8W additional W of power to compute 1.35k FC/s. This yields a very promising
1.7k FC/W relative to the idle power consumption. When the Haswell CPU is used for executing FC
layers, instead, the throughput is 29.5k FC/s, but the power consumption raises to 145.9W, with a
performance of just 386 FC/W relative to the idle power consumption. That is, the NFP4000 yields a
4.3x better performance/power ratio (cf. Table 2).
To put this in perspective, we need to take into account the overall power consumption of the
machine, and factor in the relative contribution given by toNIC. I.e., toNIC provides a 5% maximum
throughput increment in terms of FC/s to the machine, in exchange of a 0.5% increase in power
consumption, thereby increasing the overall machine FC/W by about 3.9%.
End-to-end test. In a final test we measure the end-to-end processing latency for a full inference
task, using the MLP example of Table 1. We measure the latency from a second server connected
back-to-back with our machine running toNIC (bnn-exec), measuring the time difference between
an inference response and its request as seen by the second server. The latency with toNIC is 1.05ms,
while with bnn-exec it is 0,83ms, when both devices have a cold cache. Here, it is interesting to
notice that being toNIC running in the NIC, of the 1.05ms only 35µs are spent in network packet’s
reception and transmission, while for bnn-exec it takes 190µs only to handle the network traffic.
Notice that these value include the overhead introduced by the measurement server. The additional
latency of bnn-exec is due to the need to traverse the NIC, the PCIe bus and the host’s machine
network stack before bnn-exec can actually receive the input to perform inference.
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Related Work

The closest related work is perhaps Microsoft’s BrainWave [5], which uses network-attached FPGAs
as accelerators for NNs. Instead, toNIC relies on commodity NICs, and explores opportunities to
integrate NN inference processing capabilities in such devices. In this sense, our work could be
5

positioned in the larger trend of in-network computation. In fact, commodity programmable network
devices are a relatively recent evolution [1], but are already becoming a commodity given the issues
in further scaling general purpose CPUs performance. Since their introduction, researchers have been
exploring ways to apply them to domains not necessarily related to networking, such as key-value
store servers [9], distributed consensus [4] and more recently the acceleration of parameter servers
for machine learning model training [17]. With these efforts we share only some common constraints,
and in particular the need to efficiently encode information in network packets. In our previous work
we showed that it is possible to run NN models using both switches [20] and NICs [16]. We follow
and extend such works providing for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, a serving system
design for commodity SmartNICs. Finally, model quantization and binary NNs [6, 8, 2, 15] closely
relate to the applicability of toNIC.
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Discussion and next steps

This paper positively answers to the question can a machine’s networking subsystem assist with
memory-bound NN operations?, and by doing so, it uncovers interesting emerging synergies among
two so far independent research fields dealing with specialized hardware for deep learning and network
devices. In fact, our toNIC prototype builds on the NFP4000, which does not have instructions that
can efficiently deal with binary NNs, significantly limiting the achieved throughput.
What is the cost of modifying a SmartNIC to significantly improve its inference throughput?
We extend the design of an open source FPGA-based network card, the NetFPGA-SUME [22]2 , in
order to evaluate the cost of adding specialized circuitry for binary NN inference.
In the FPGAs domain, the cost of a design can be evaluated in terms of memory and logic (LUTs)
resources, thus we extend the NetFPGA’s reference switch design to introduce circuitry to handle
binary NN, and evalutate the introduced overhead. In particular, we introduce a binary FC layer
executor that can run 256 neurons in parallel, with up to 4096 input values, which requires memory
to hold at least 1M weights, i.e., 131KB. The design is clocked at 200MHz, and can execute the
256 neurons with 4096 inputs in 16 clock cycles, i.e., approximately in 80 nanoseconds. We further
extend the design to hold weights for 4096 neurons (a total of 16M weights), which requires 2MB
of memory, in order to provide support for computation batching for an entire layer. Of course, this
would require dedicating 2MB of expensive FPGA’s block RAM to the FC layer executor, but would
enable the execution of the entire layer to be performed in just 1.3µs. That is, the layer execution
would be performed in 16 chunks of 256 neurons, each taking 16 clock cycles.
In a purely sequential execution this could already, theoretically, yield a throughput of 781k FC/s.
Here, notice that this is somewhat expected, since binary NNs are well known for their ease and
efficiency of implementation in hardware [21].
Admittedly, our implementation is relatively naive, handling just the case of FC layers with weights
stored in the FPGA’s block RAM, however, it provides some interesting insights on the possible cost
of such hardware component. Our FC layer executor needs at most 2MB of block RAM, which can
be either shared or dedicated, e.g., like the on-chip caches of the NFP4000. If block RAM is an
issue, one can trade-off memory space for performance, lowering the requirement to just 131KB and
moving the remaining weights to other types of memory (e.g., DRAMS). In terms of additional logic
resources, i.e., LUTs, instead, our design needs only 679 LUTs. For reference, that is less than 1% of
the logic required to implement basic SmartNICs operations. E.g., [14] needs 71k LUTs.
Concluding remarks. Overall, these preliminary numbers suggest that a solution that combines
hardware for deep learning and network packet processing is viable and worth exploring. Our
prototype, toNIC, can increase the tested machine’s throughput by 5% with just 0.5% of additional
power consumption, using already deployed commodity NICs. Extending an FPGA-based NIC
prototype, we show that introducing a fully-connected layers executor can potentially increase the
NIC’s inference throughput by 10-100x, in the considered cases, while requiring relatively little
additional hardware resources. Given these results, we believe that an interesting research opportunity
opens at the confluence of the traditionally independent efforts in designing accelerators for neural
networks and network packet processing devices.
2

The NetFPGA-SUME platform is an x8 Gen3 PCIe adapter card containing a Xilinx Virtex-7 690T FPGA
and four SFP+ ports providing four 10G Ethernet links.
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